JOSÉ PARLÁ

BIOGRAPHY


Selected Solo Shows:

2016  The Goss-Michael Foundation, Dallas, Texas. “José Parlá: Instincts”.
      Tuka Tsuruno Gallery, Tokyo, Japan. “Small Golden Suns”.

2015  Mary Boone Gallery, NYC, NY. “Surface Body / Action Space”.
      Bryce Wolkowitz Gallery, NYC, NY. “Surface Body / Action Space”.
      The Standard, High Line Plaza, NYC, NY. “Segmented Realities”.
      High Museum of Art, Atlanta, Georgia. “Segmented Realities”.


2013  Yuka Tsuruno Gallery, Tokyo, Japan. “PROSE”.


2011  OHWOW Gallery, Los Angeles, California. “Character Gestures”.
      Bryce Wolkowitz Gallery, NYC, NY. “Walls, Diaries and Paintings”.

2009  Ooi Botos Gallery, Hong Kong, China. “Reading Through Seeing”.


      Monster Children Gallery, Sydney, Australia. “The Elsewhere Community”.

2006  Art Basel Miami Beach, Miami Beach, Florida. “Cityscapes”.
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Biography (continued):

Selected Group Shows:

2015  Bienal de la Habana, Havana, Cuba. “Detras del Muro/Behind the Wall”.
2014  High Museum of Art, Atlanta, Georgia. “Imagining New Worlds, Wilfredo Lam, José Parlá, Fahamu Pecou”.
2012  Havana, Cuba. “11th Havana Biennial”.
       Havana, Cuba. “Wrinkles of the City”. (JR and José Parlá)
       Martha Otero Gallery, Los Angeles, California. “Legal Tender”.
2010  Art Basel Miami Beach, Miami Beach, Florida. “It Ain’t Fair – OHWOW”.
       Bryce Wolkowitz Gallery, NYC, NY. “The New Grand Tour”.
       Galerie Emmanuel Perrotin, Paris, France. “Stages”.
       Deitch Projects, NYC, NY. “Stages”.
       OHWOW Gallery, Miami, Florida. “Stages”.
       V1 Gallery, Copenhagen, Denmark. “The New Yorkers”.
       Kai Kai Ki Ki Gallery, Tokyo, Japan. “Hi & Lo”.
2004  Chelsea Art Museum, NYC, NY. “Hollywood to the Street: Mimmo Rotella and José Parlá”.
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